COMPANY
Alex: Adrianna Kelly
Nana: Grace Schulberg*
Timothy: Paris Curry*
Mouse: Scobie Bathie
Bulka: Stewart Savela
The Velveteen Rabbit: Riley Smith*
The Skin Horse: Matt Smith*
The Toy Fairy: Katie Hanson
Rabbit 1: Lauren Sanner
Rabbit 2: Chloe Bellione
The Doctor: Chris Harney

ARTISTIC TEAM
Director: Jess Jung
Sound Designer: Corey Christian
Sound Engineer: Ethan Geisness
Technical Director: Mark Engler
Stage Manager: Carly Willoughby
Dramaturgs: Matthew Dryburgh and Matt Smith

STUDY GUIDE
ndsu.edu/theatre/velveteenguide

*NDSU Theatre majors completing THEA 450 Capstone project
UP NEXT AT THEATRE NDSU

MACBETH
by William Shakespeare
March 4-6 and 10-13 at 7:30 p.m.

“Double, double, toil and trouble.” Join Theatre NDSU for Shakespeare’s classic tragedy about deceit and the wicked lengths one will go to for a taste of power.

ANNIE
Book by Thomas Meehan
Music by Charles Strouse
Lyrics by Martin Charnin
April 22-24 and 28-30, and May 1 at 7:30 p.m.

With the help of her fellow savvy orphan friends, Annie escapes Miss Hannigan’s orphanage to embark on an adventure bigger than her wildest dreams. Relive this family classic that features some of our greatest musical hits, including “Tomorrow.”